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David:The following is my "Top Ten List" of projects that I would like to discuss. Some of them I can pursue 

now (McMillan, Shaw), while others I need to get your thoughts. The list is not meant to be exhaustive; there 

are probably other projects that are higher up on your list and some here you may not want pursued.If you 

think it is worthwhile, particularly with regard to the Ballistics, the Sixth Floor Museum and the JFK Library, I 

could come to DC next week for discussion with you to help move these along.1. BallisticsWe recently 

discussed the current status of this project briefly. I would love the opportunity to move it along and be the 

"point person" with other agencies; picking up on the role I was playing last year. 2. JFK LibraryAs we 

discussed, we need to talk to Jeremy regarding future plans with the Library and the role that I can play to help 

complete the work and to whatever extent possible, free staff to review other records. 3. Sixth Floor MuseumI 

think we need to find out where they are on their inventory and decide how to proceed from there.4. Dallas 

Municipal ArchivesI believe that arrangements still need to be made to get the photo collection into the JFK 

Collection.5. Nellie ConnollyGiven her recent reading of her notes, apparently done in conjunction with the 

Dallas Historical Society, I would like to pursue getting these notes into the Collection. 6. Corey CooperI 

believe that I had the last contact with him regarding acquiring the original "Veazey" film.7. General Dallas 

Follow-upThis involves follow-up beyond the Sixth Floor Museum and the Dallas Municipal Archives. For 

example, do we want to pursue getting a complete set of the Willis photos in the Collection? Jeremy had 

raised following-up to determine if there are former Dallas police officers in possession of assassination 

records. I believe we should talk to Sheriff Bowles. 8. Clay ShawTo my knowledge, there has not been follow-

up with Dave Snyder regarding Shaw's papers since I last talked to him. Perhaps we can even get the originals 

at this point.9. Priscilla McMillanI need to have another detailed conversation with Priscilla regarding 

acquisition of her files. As you will recall, she wanted to keep some of the files for now. If we could get 

originals of what she does not want and copies of what she keeps, I think that would be sufficient.10. 

VecianaMy understanding is that Veciana has not responded to letters from Jeremy. I would like to pursue him 

at least with regard to some things that could enhance the record.
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